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Established in the year 2015 with the motto of
"Discuss. Deliberate. Debate." ZeroHour is a
Bilingual Debating Society of Aryabhatta College.
In the period of 6 years, ZeroHour has established
itself as a well-known Society in the Delhi
University Debate Circuit. We at ZeroHour work to
bring a healthy debating culture among students &
make them good thinkers & speakers. We train
students to make good arguments on a variety of
issues around the world with workshops, group
discussions, mock sessions and debates. 

ABOUT ZEROHOUR



Importance of Youth Parliament

To make students understand the
parliamentary procedure.
To develop in students an insight into the
working of parliament
To make students consider public issues and
form their opinion on them.
To train students in the technique of group
discussions.
To develop in them respect and tolerance for
the views of others, respect for rules and to
train them in group behaviour.
To make students understand the common
man’s point of view and express it in an
articulated manner.

Youth parliament has a special importance in
developing an insight in the young students. Thus,
the purpose of learning about Youth Parliament is:



Workshop on Youth Parliament was organized
by ZeroHour with an aim to introduce to
students another type of debating format  i.e
Youth Parliament. Youth parliament not only
makes students   better debators but aslo
introduces them to workings of real world
parliamentary committees. The workshop got
a healthy response and was attended by
students of various colleges across India .
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WORKSHOP ON YOUTH PARLIAMENT

The workshop started on 16th September at  4:00 pm
with a encouraging speech by Ms. Preeti M. Gachhe,
Convenor, ZeroHour. This was  followed by a long
and comprehensive session by the speakers of the
session. They started the session by first
differentiating between parliamentary and non-
parliamentry committees. Then they explained the
workings of parliamentary committees and its
fundamentals. After which they similarly covered
workings and quintessence  of non-parliamnetry
committees.
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 The speakers also shared general marking
schemes and some tips to perform better at
youth parliament. This was followed by a
comprehensive doubt session where students
queries were patiently answered by both the
speakers patiently. In end the speakers
congratulated the organizing committee for
its efforts and expreseed their gratitude for
the healthy response they got.



OUR GUEST SPEAKER

Mr. Naman Jain

4th-year law student pursuing BBA LLB from
DME, GGSIPU. He has been actively participating
in MUNs and YPs and has attended 90+
conferences in all capacities. Apart from MUN, he
is a guitar player and football lover.
He loves his committee to be a bit informal but at
the same time does not compromise with decorum.
Having an immense interest in law, his forte is in
Indian committees.



Mr. Aman Yadav, 
Student of BA LLB 5th year at Siddhartha Law
College. He truly enjoys discussing political ideas
with his peers. He is one of the most known people
from Varanasi MUN Circuit and is considered the
most important pillar of the Circuit.
He has also served as the Founder President of the
Purvanchal Mock Parliament. He has knowledge of
both the political and economic aspects of the
government (s).   He loves logically analyzing
agendas along with technicalities in the committee.
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Some glimspes of session



TOKEN OF THANKS 

Shubham Bhakta (President, ZeroHour) presenting the Token
of thanks to our guest speaker, Mr. Aman Yadav. 

 Satyam Dubey (Vice-president, ZeroHour) presenting the
Token of thanks to our guest speaker  Mr. Naman Jain.



EVENT POSTER



TEAM ZEROHOUR

Here is our entire team of ZeroHour
 that pulled off this successful Workshop on Youth

Parliament by its team effort.
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OUR SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES

instagram.com/debsocaryabhatta

facebook.com/debsocaryabhatta

linkedin.com/debsocaryabhatta

https://www.instagram.com/debsocaryabhatta/
https://www.facebook.com/debsocaryabhatta
https://www.linkedin.com/company/68067788/admin/

